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Main Street Radio Networks Announces Our Newest Show “The
RichLife Show".
Main Street Radio Networks announces that effective January 5, 2013 they will be releasing our newest
one hour weekly program The RichLife Show to our current list of outstanding shows Battle Line with
Alan Nathan and The Doctor Evelyn Higgins Show.
The RichLife Show host Beau Henderson, serves as Senior Financial Advisor, Master Certified Success
Coach, and Certified Master Behavioral Analyst. He has changed the game of financial planning with his
refreshing mission that focuses on the whole person as the asset, and money as a tool to utilize in
creating each client’s unique definition of a healthy, wealthy fulfilled life on purpose. Henderson’s latest
book based on his experience of working with over 3,000 clients, “The RichLife – Ten Investments For
True Wealth,” has created quite a buzz and a growing demand for those who resonate with this
philosophy worldwide.

The RichLife Show is a fast paced hour with a BIG mission to help listeners live healthy, wealthy,
fulfilled lives on purpose by combining a highly engaging mix of education, entertainment,
inspiration, and motivation. The format of the show is financial Q&A, Discussion around
listeners' biggest questions and concerns, and relevant expert interviews.
Jane Silk, CEO, Main Street Radio Network says, “We know The RichLife Show will be a great addition to
our current shows and our rapidly growing radio network. Beau Henderson is such a caring person who
truly has the listener’s best interest in mind. Beau will cover a variety of topics such as: All aspects of
Living Rich: Money, Health, Meaningful Relationships, and Living a fulfilled life of purpose. Beau and
RichLife Advisors have built an online community through a weekly newsletter and social media that
now exceeds 35,000 RichLifers committed to living their definition of a RichLife”.

Battle Line with Alan Nathan Alan is the aggressive centrist who mercilessly attacks each party
when they circumvent the Constitution ‐ regardless of their alleged noble intentions. He feels
that if this battle isn’t waged regularly, the rights of some will invariably exceed those of
others.
The Dr. Evelyn Higgins is a physician who has faithfully served patients one‐on‐one for a
quarter of a century. But hurdles in her own life led her to the realization that there is ‐ not one
‐ but “Four Pillars of Health: The Physical, The Emotional, The Intellectual and The Spiritual.”
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